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Ancient erudition was a key contributor to the transmission of Classical learning – 
both in Greek and in Latin – to successive generations. Precisely because of its 
erudite nature, it is also a treasure trove of fragments for the modern reader. Yet 
many lexica, scholia, and grammatical treatises remain little known outside of a small 
circle of devotees; some of their contributions have yet to be tapped into, and when 
they have been exploited as sources, sometimes the process has been one of mere 
extraction rather than thorough study. The same relative neglect can be seen in the 
study of fragments: especially when several specimens of a genre survive entire, their 
fragmentary counterparts are often regarded as specialist fare. 

The material is rich, and the issues it raises are many and valid. On the one 
hand, we find quotations from literature, especially poetry, which invite both textual 
scrutiny of the fragments themselves and questions about their use by the quoting 
source, its purpose and motivations. On the other hand, we find quotations of earlier 
scholarship, in a layering that spans the entire spectrum from Aristarchus’ venerable 
Homeric commentaries to lesser-known figures. More broadly, the relationship 
between scholarship and fragmentation bears investigating. 
 The panel brings together Hellenists and Latinists, junior scholars and 
established professors, to examine this body of texts and the questions it poses, from 
the Hellenistic period to Late Antiquity and Byzantium. We will assemble papers 
approaching the material from a variety of angles: from verse fragments newly 
discovered in erudite sources to textual reassessments of previously known ones, 
from the fragments of little-known scholars to the citational practices of their better-
known counterparts. We look for a range of papers which, taken together, will both 
increase our understanding of the interrelationship of fragmentariness and erudition, 
and bring concrete advances in our knowledge of individual authors, works, and 
fragments. 
 We solicit abstracts of 300 to 500 words on the above topic. They should be 
sent to the organizers at both e.prodi@ucl.ac.uk and s.vecchiato.90@gmail.com by 
30th January 2023. We will notify applicants within the month of February. 
 
 


